GPS Avenger Tracker
Made by Spy Equipment UK - The GPS Avenger is
the latest addition to our magnetic vehicle trackers that
uses a dedicated tracking platform website. This
superb unit provides comprehensive ‘live’ and
historical tracking functionality with no need for
specialist software makes it accessible from all webconnected Smartphones, Tablets and Desktop
computers. A professional, but easy to use surveillance
tracking device.

Product Code: GPS1

£269.00 (exc. VAT)

£322.80 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Avenger is an excellent magnetically deployable vehicle
tracker that couples superbly put together GPS tracker hardware
together with a robust tracking website with secure access available
from any web-connected device. This GPS Avenger is the ideal choice
for customers who want a professional and feature-rich piece of tracking
technology.

Both GPS and Cell Tracking Provided
The majority of available GPS tracking devices obtain accurate updated
locations from GPS satellites orbiting and beaming down global
positioning signals to the Earth surface. As a general rule this is a more
than satisfactory method to keep a track of vehicles, plant, machinery
and other moveable structures. However, GPS can sometimes fail
especially when the tracked asset does not have a direct view of the
sky, for example when a vehicle enters a multi-storey car park or
plant/machinery is put into covered transport. What makes our tracking
devices different is that they have cell location tracking technology to
back up the advanced GPS system. If GPS transmission is not
available, but the device still has a mobile phone signal, then a location
(in the form of a location circle) can be displayed on the tracking
console map within which the unit will be positioned. As soon as the
GPS Avenger can lock onto the GPS signals again, then the more
accurate pin-point location icon will again replace the cell location based
circle.

Water Resistant Case - Super Strong Magnets

Features
Magnetic vehicle and asset tracker
that is easy to deploy and monitor.
Made for professionals, but usable
by anybody with a computer, tablet
or smartphone
Real time GPS tracking with 15
second live location updates (or
longer between if required)
Cell location tracking ability serves
as a backup if device loses GPS
(When going into a tunnel or
underground carpark, but where
mobile phone signal still exists)
Completely weatherproof sealed
casing – ideal for under vehicle
deployment capability
No on/off switch ensures that
device will not be accidentally
switched off when deployed
Internal
fully
rechargeable
5200mAh Lithium battery – In-Built
Motion Sensor will automatically
power down to conserve battery
power when not in operation for 5
minutes...

The tracking technology is fully protected, sealed within a tough water
and dust resistant case that is designed to shield the internal electronics
from environments such as the underside of a vehicle in all weather. To
keep the casing completely weathe

Please note that more information available online.
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